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Present: Carla, Jessica, Rachel, Randi, Tiffany, Gail
Absent: Cecilia

Agenda

CDC update1.
Approval of minutes2.
Programming update (see attached pdf)

Then and Now presentation for staff (email copied below)a.
Carla has an idea for a project, possibly to share at staff art show in March# Café conversations?b.
Holiday party?c.
Wendy Lougee from University of Minnesota. She's done good work on user needs and behaviors. Anned.
I was just at the Upstate Science Librarians meeting. I found Susan Gibbon's keynote talk very interesting - "Why do students
want to be in the library if they are not using the books" Through a range of methods they were looking the use of the library
space by the science students. The library contrasted with dorms (social) and classrooms (temporary) as the space where
students were surrounded by scholarly gravitas and examples of their academic goals (publications, other scholars). I wonder if
she'd be an interesting speaker for a CUL Forum. It looks like she was last at CUL in 2004/6 when she was involved in digital
initiatives. - thanks - Kathy Chiang

e.

3.

quarterly check-in about how we feel LFSC is working as a group. Are things on track? Are we using email effectively? Are monthly
meetings frequent enough? Other?

4.

CDC update - from Randi (Randi and Jessica are liaisons)

CDC asks for feedback - doing too much?
StrengthsQuest programming feedback very positive
Upcoming 4-part career series - lots of interest/sign up already
Upcoming: best practices for webinars
January: Joy and Camille on ereaders and mobile tech
planning: library school panel
planning: career development week
budget costs: $500 goes to mentorship program, asking for that amount increase (reinstate to CDC budget, since $500 to mentorship
means a reduction for CDC). Response - give us a budget.
Jeremy Cusker new member of CDC.
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Labels: None

Minutes

approved

Programming updates

Meet me at the library then and now - planned for Feb., lots of chaos at Olin, is this a good time? Location? Have 106G reserved.
Tiffany will also look into 2B48 - larger (but not in Olin).
Carla - idea of art show project/brainstorm. Collaborative art/writing project, present at CUL art/talent show. Themes/issues: dealing
with change, transparency. Concerns: confidentiality, leadership bashing. Ideas: CITE (not much enthusiasm), magnetic poetry, set ups
various locations in advance, photograph stuff. Other activities for the not artistically inclined (eg facial expression that is your mood,
make mosaic). Subcommittee: Carla, Jessica, (and Randy).
Wendy Lougee: user needs and behaviors. (Anne's suggestion).
Susan Gibbons: why do students want to be in the library if they're not using books (Kathy Chiang's suggestion). Timely - lots of
interest with consolidations. Point person: Jessica (with some help). Rachel will write Anne about rec for Susan, ask if she'll invite.
Idea for CDC: program on effective committee participation

How is LFSC doing

are monthly meetings enough? Carla will ask Tiffany to add alt week meetings to be used as necessary.
ensuring full participation of LFSC members: we'll be more specific about pre- and post-meeting action items.
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